
RKCB: Trump Queen Asking Bid                 NG34Bridge 
 

When partner responds 5♥ or 5♠ to your RKCB  4NT he immediately tells you whether or 
not he has the queen of trumps. When he responds 5♣ or 5♦, he does not. You therefore 
need a second asking bid to discover that information. Once you know how many key 
cards are missing, perhaps you want to bid a grand slam but only if partner has the queen 
to solidify the trumps. 

Read this next sentence two or three times until you are sure you understand it: 

 After the first RKCB response, the lowest available bid that is not your agreed suit 
asks about the trump queen. 

After you bid 4NT, if partner responds 5♣, your rebid of 5♦ (next suit up) asks about the 
trump queen except when diamonds is the trump suit, in which case your rebid of 5♥ 
(skipping over the diamond trump suit) asks about the trump queen.  

If partner responds 5♦ to your 4NT, your rebid of 5♥ asks about the trump queen except 
when hearts is the trump suit, when 5♠ (next non-trump suit up) asks about the trump 
queen. These bids are called the queen ask.  

If you did not understand all that, go back and read it again. 

 

If the response to the RKCB bid is 5♣ or 5♦ and the RKCB bidder does not have the trump 
queen she can ask whether partner has the trump queen by bidding the next non-trump 
suit up. Partner’s responses are as follows: 

1. No trump queen:  bid five of the trump suit (sign off).  
 

2. Possessing the trump queen:  either 
 a) bid six of the trump suit with no side suit king, or  
 b) bid a side suit king (cheapest king with more than one) 

 

Examples (spades are trumps): 

4NT-5♣1-5♦2-5♠3      1: 0-3 key cards;   2: Queen ask;   3: no trump queen. 

4NT-5♣1-5♦2-5♥3      1:  0-3 key cards;    2: Queen ask;    3: trump queen and ♥K.  

4NT-5♣1-5♦2-6♠3      1: 0-3 key cards; 2:  Queen ask; 3: trump queen, no side suit kings.                  
   

If partner’s response to your 4NT bid reveals that the partnership is missing one key card 
(so your ambitions are now limited to a small slam), then you can only make a queen ask 
provided that the ‘next suit up’ is lower ranking than the trump suit. If the ‘next suit up’ 
is the trump suit itself, then bidding it is a signoff, settling for a 5 level contract.   


